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ORIGINAL RESEARCH & REVIEWS

TRANSGENDER HEALTH
The Neuroanatomy of Transgender Identity: Mega-Analytic Findings
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ABSTRACT

Background: In contrast to cisgender persons, transgender persons identify with a different gender than the one
assigned at birth. Although research on the underlying neurobiology of transgender persons has been accumulat-
ing over the years, neuroimaging studies in this relatively rare population are often based on very small samples
resulting in discrepant findings.
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Aim: To examine the neurobiology of transgender persons in a large sample.

Methods: Using a mega-analytic approach, structural MRI data of 803 non-hormonally treated transgender men
(TM, n = 214, female assigned at birth with male gender identity), transgender women (TW, n = 172, male assigned
at birth with female gender identity), cisgender men (CM, n = 221, male assigned at birth with male gender identity)
and cisgender women (CW, n = 196, female assigned at birth with female gender identity) were analyzed.

Outcomes: Structural brain measures, including grey matter volume, cortical surface area, and cortical thickness.

Results: Transgender persons differed significantly from cisgender persons with respect to (sub)cortical brain
volumes and surface area, but not cortical thickness. Contrasting the 4 groups (TM, TW, CM, and CW), we
observed a variety of patterns that not only depended on the direction of gender identity (towards male or
towards female) but also on the brain measure as well as the brain region examined.

Clinical Translation: The outcomes of this large-scale study may provide a normative framework that may
become useful in clinical studies.

Strengths and Limitations:While this is the largest study of MRI data in transgender persons to date, the anal-
yses conducted were governed (and restricted) by the type of data collected across all participating sites.

Conclusion: Rather than being merely shifted towards either end of the male-female spectrum, transgender per-
sons seem to present with their own unique brain phenotype. Mueller SC, Guillamon A, Zubiaurre-Elorza L,
et al. The Neuroanatomy of Transgender Identity: Mega-Analytic Findings From the ENIGMA Transgen-
der Persons Working Group. J Sex Med 2021;18:1122−1129.

Copyright © 2021, International Society of Sexual Medicine. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION

Sex differences in human neuroanatomy are well documented.1

However, the role of gender identity in contributing to this dimor-
phism is unknown. A small percentage of individuals in society -
transgender persons - identify with a gender different from the sex
they were assigned at birth.2 Whether transgender persons resem-
ble, neurobiologically, their sex assigned at birth or their gender
identity is currently unclear. Research initiated more than two dec-
ades ago based on post-mortem data of 6 transgender women (male
sex assigned at birth with a female gender identity) suggested a
brain pattern that was concordant with their gender identity.3

However, this effect was highly localized and restricted to the bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis (while other nuclei did not follow
that pattern). Moreover, these individuals were examined after they
underwent hormone treatment. Over the last 10 years, a surge in
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies have aimed to clarify
the neurobiology and contribution of gender identity to human
neurobiology by examining transgender persons before hormone
treatment.4,5 Nevertheless, the outcomes of these studies have also
been largely inconsistent possibly due to a large heterogeneity across
(relatively small) cohorts as well as the diversity in analysis methods
applied.6−11 In addition, studies often aimed to test whether the
neurobiology of transgender persons was similar to (or different
from) the one of cisgender persons rather than acknowledging that
transgenderism comes with its own unique profile. Moreover, these
findings may be region-specific including the hypothalamus,3 the
primary motor and somatosensory cortices12 and the frontal and/or
limbic lobe8 (just to name a few).
021;18:1122−1129
Indeed, the possibility that both distinct and unique brain pat-
terns may exist has been fervently discussed. For example, it has
recently been demonstrated that human brains may be mosaics
consisting of male and female patterns.13 Moreover, it has been
theorized that the brains of transgender men and women may be
different due to their underlying genetic sensitivities to sex steroid
receptors or as a consequence of individual neurodevelopmental
patterns.14,15 However, studies in transgender people to date have
lacked the necessary statistical power to examine this issue. Relat-
edly, more studies are needed to ensure diversity and inclusivity
to understand issues and disparities related to sex and gender in
brain health; for example, to provide a baseline for longitudinal
effects of gender-affirming hormone treatment.

To further advance this understudied (and underpowered)
field of research, the ENIGMA Transgender Persons Working
Group was created to collaboratively evaluate available MRI data
in transgender persons using a mega-analytic approach.16 In con-
trast to more traditional meta-analyses (which merely pool statis-
tical effect sizes across sites), a mega-analysis fits a statistical
model to all individual level data across all sites while, at the
same time, adjusting for site-dependent effects.

The current study addressed the central question of whether the
neuroanatomy of transgender persons resembled that of their gender
identity, their sex assigned at birth, a combination of both, or some-
thing entirely different. Of note, our mega-analytic study is conducted
using data from previously published transgender MRI studies. Thus,
we deliberately abstained from making predictions based on the prior
data in order to avoid the risk of running a circular argument.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Participants
The sample consisted of a total of 803 structural brain MRI

scans including non-hormonally treated transgender men (TM,
n = 214, female assigned at birth with male gender identity, mean
age = 28.17 years, SD=10.69 years), transgender women (TW,
n = 172, male assigned at birth with female gender identity, mean
age = 27.92 years, SD = 9.66 years), cisgender men (CM, n = 221,
male sex assigned at birth with male gender identity, mean
age = 28.83 years, SD = 10.10 years) and cisgender women (CW,
n = 196, female sex assigned at birth with female gender identity,
mean age = 27.24 years, SD = 7.18 years). Brain images and
accompanying individual information were contributed by eight
sites. Criterion for inclusion in the present mega-analysis was avail-
ability of structural MRI data in transgender persons before gender
affirming hormone treatment and that sites were willing to share
either raw structural MRI data or pre-process their MRI data
locally according to ENIGMA protocol. All invited sites except for
one agreed to participate. For site-specific details, including indi-
vidual study N and image acquisition parameters, as well as inclu-
sion/exclusion criteria please refer to Supplementary Table S1. All
sites (except 1, self report) used the most appropriate criteria at-
the-time for diagnosis of gender dysphoria or gender identity disor-
der (DSM-IV or 5). Groups did not differ by age (F(3,799) = 0.98,
P = .401) or level of education (minimum number of years of edu-
cation received) (F(3,572) = 01.23, P = .30). Institutional Review
Board approval was granted by the respective boards at each site
and written informed consent was obtained from all participants
prior to data collection following the Declaration of Helsinki (Sup-
plementary Table S1). In addition, the secondary analysis was
approved by the ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology at
the University of Ghent (2020/170).

MRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
Similar to other multi-site efforts,17 all anatomical MRI data

(T1-weighted scans) were preprocessed using FreeSurfer v. 5.3
(sites (Aachen, Amsterdam, Florence, Muenster, Los Angeles,
Madrid, Mashhad) or FreeSurfer v.6 (site Vienna) either locally
or on the high performance cluster (HPC, Freesurfer v5.3) at
Ghent University using a fully-automated MRI processing pipe-
line.17 The reason for whether data were processed locally or col-
lected at Ghent University were site-specific ethical regulations
regarding sharing of data. Screening for image artifacts and out-
liers was performed as per the semi-automatic ENIGMA quality
and assurance (Q&A) standardized protocol (e.g.,16,17 see also
http://enigma.ini.usc.edu/protocols/imaging-protocols/). This
Q&A procedure includes visual inspection and detection of out-
liers in a series of standard planes. All preprocessed data was ano-
nymized and further analyzed at Ghent University.
Experimental Design and Statistical Analyses
Three main anatomical measures of interest were analyzed: (i)

grey matter volume (cortical and subcortical, GMV), (ii) cortical
surface area (CSA), and (iii) cortical thickness (CTh) using a
region-of-interest (ROI) approach. To reduce the number of
comparisons several a priori ROIs were selected based on prior
findings6−8,18,19 as well as based on specific research interests of
specific sites. Specifically, these regions included for cortical and
subcortical volume (GMV) as well as cortical thickness (CTh) and
cortical surface area (CSA): (i) inferior parietal gyrus, (ii) precen-
tral gyrus, (iii) postcentral gyrus, (iv) fusiform gyrus, (v) IFG pars
orbitalis, (vi) IFG pars opercularis, (vii) IFG pars triangularis,
(viii) superior frontal gyrus, (ix) frontal pole, (x) rostral middle
frontal gyrus, (xi) caudal middle frontal gyrus, (xii) insula. In
addition to these, GMV was also obtained from (xiii) cerebellum,
(xiv) ventricles, (xv) thalamus, (xvi) putamen, and the (xvii) cau-
date. All statistical analyses were performed on the mean values
for each ROI obtained from the FreeSurfer software in SPSS
(V.24) using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). As we were pre-
dominantly interested in relative structural differences, for all
analyses, age and intracranial volume (ICV) were used as covari-
ates of no interest. However, as findings may differ after correc-
tion for overall brain volume,20 the uncorrected findings are
presented in Supplementary Tables S4 and S5.

Importantly, in terms of correction for multiple comparisons,
all main effects were controlled for the number of ROIs using
false-discovery rate (FDR) correction21 (P <.05, two tailed). A sig-
nificant main effect within a given ROI was followed by individual
group comparisons using an ANCOVA with only two groups at a
time. Here, Bonferroni corrections taking into account the num-
ber of group comparisons were applied (N = 6, adjusted P <.008,
P <.05 corrected, two-tailed). This was done separately for the
independent variables of GMV, CSA, and CTh. Decision for the
respective use of these two correction methods was based on the
notion that FDR seemed more appropriate to control for the over-
all number of tests, while the Bonferroni method seemed best for
the post hoc follow-up. In addition, post-hoc, the analyses of main
effects were re-run to assess a potential impact of study site, scanner
strength, or FreeSurfer version, but all reported findings remained
significant (P <.05, corrected for both level corrections, two-
tailed). Although some previous studies have tried to account for
sexual orientation,8 there were several issues. Predominantly, a)
each centre either assessed sexual orientation very differently (e.g.,
using a 10 point or a 100 point scale, the 7 point Kinsey scale, or a
simple categorical self-definition as homosexual, heterosexual, or
bisexual) or did not collect information on sexual orientation at all.
Given this difficulty to adequately synthesize sexual orientation
across sites, analysis of this factor can be found in the supplemen-
tary materials (Supplementary Table S6), and should be considered
exploratory and taken with great caution.
RESULTS

GMV: 5 main patterns of brain anatomy became apparent for
GMV (Figure 1), with four patterns for CSA (Figure 2; both
Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). GMV: In pattern 1 (CM>
J Sex Med 2021;18:1122−1129
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Figure 1. Significant group effects on cortical volume. Shown are error bar graphs, including means and 95% confidence intervals. 5 dif-
ferent patterns emerged (The > (larger than) indicates a statistically significant difference between groups; = indicates that there was no
statistical difference between groups. Note that significance was established while removing the variance associated with age and ICV (for
P-values refer to Supplementary Tables S2 and S3), but that the scatterplots indicate the raw values. The dashed border indicates a minor
variation of the main pattern or lateralized effects. For patterns 1 and 4, TW were not included as they showed a pattern not easily
expressed within the patterns (eg, TW>TM but TW = CM/CW). Please see Supplementary Tables S2 and S3 for details. Significant find-
ings within the cerebellum, thalamus, caudate, and putamen have been omitted in this figure. Figure 1 is available in color online at www.
jsm.jsexmed.org.
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CW=TM) CM differed from both CW and TM, that is TM
resembled their sex assigned at birth (CW) (for example, in the
pre- and postcentral gyri as well as superior frontal gyrus,
inferior parietal gyrus, and fusiform gyrus. In pattern 2
(CM>CW=TW=TM), CM had larger volumes or surface area
than any other groups showing that TW were similar to their gen-
der identity but TM were similar to their sex assigned at birth
(middle frontal rostral gyrus and thalamus). Pattern 3
(CM>TW>CW=TM) is similar to pattern 1 but additionally
shows statistically significant differences that place TW in-
between CM and CW, whereas TM resemble their sex assigned
at birth (insula). In pattern 4 (CM > CW> TM), CM had larger
volumes and surface areas than CW, who in turn had larger
GMV and CSA then TM. This patterns documents that TM had
J Sex Med 2021;18:1122−1129
even lower brain anatomy measures than CW, thus showing a
phenotype distinct from their gender identity or their sex assigned
at birth (frontal pole and pars opercularis). Finally, pattern 5 show-
cased a clear sex-assigned at birth pattern, in which CM and TW
differed from CW and TM (cerebellum and pars triangularis).

CSA: 4 patterns seen in GMV were also apparent in CSA but
most regions varied in their pattern relative to the one found in

GMV. Pattern 1 was seen in the caudal middle frontal gyrus, whereas
pattern 2 was apparent in the superior frontal, inferior parietal, the
middle frontal rostral, pars opercularis, and fusiform gyrus. Pattern 3

could be seen in the precentral gyrus, pars triangularis, and the insula
and pattern 4 was apparent in the frontal pole, pars orbitalis, and post-
central gyrus. By contrast, pattern 5 was absent for CSA.

http://www.jsm.jsexmed.org
http://www.jsm.jsexmed.org


Figure 2. Significant group effects on cortical surface area. Error bars, symbols, and patterns as in Figure 1. Since pattern 5 did not occur
in CSA, it was omitted from the legend. Figure 2 is available in color online at www.jsm.jsexmed.org.
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CTh: No statistically significant effects emerged for CTh
(Supplementary Tables S2 and S3).
DISCUSSION

Due to previously smaller sample sizes (e.g.,7,12) and disparate
findings3,6−8,22 published in the literature, the goal was, by vir-
tue of mega-analysis, to examine structural brain patterns in
transgender persons prior to gender affirming hormonal treat-
ment. Applying such a mega-analytic approach to the largest
available dataset to date in over 800 participants, this study
uncovered that transgender men and women may have their own
unique neurobiological phenotypes depending on the brain
region assessed.

Previous studies have published a variety of neurobiological
findings in transgender people. For example, particularly conten-
tious is putamen volume. While Luders et al.6 reported lager vol-
ume in TW relative to CM, Savic & Arver8 documented smaller
putamen volume in TM relative to CM, whereas in Mueller
et al.,7 putamen volume was larger in TW relative to CW. Using
a variety of regions of interest, we were able to identify 5 distinct
patterns in the current data that emerged depending on the brain
area queried. Generally speaking, while CM and CW differed
from one another with CM having consistently larger volume
and/or surface area, TW either shifted (depending on the pat-
tern) between resembling their sex assigned at birth or their gen-
der identity, or they were in-between. By comparison, TM did
not shift as much and, interestingly, shifted in one instance to be
lower in volume than CW. Reduced volumes and surface areas
of parts of the frontal lobe and the insula in transgender men rel-
ative to their sex assigned at birth have previously not been docu-
mented in untreated transgender persons. Moreover, a prior,
independent study of treated transgender persons highlighted
this pattern, showcasing reduced fusiform volume in TM relative
to CW.7 Given that a reduction in volume also appears to be
present in non-hormonally treated transgender men relative to
CW indicates that the findings by Mueller et al.7 were probably
not due to treatment effects (although the brain region differed).
Importantly, the current data are inconsistent with earlier
J Sex Med 2021;18:1122−1129
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thought on transgender people resembling, neurobiologically,
either their sex assigned at birth6,8,15,20 or their gender identity3

and speak for a unique phenotype.

Indeed, regionally-specific variations are consistent with the
view by Guillamon et al.,14 who suggested that transgender peo-
ple demonstrate different extents of phenotypically male and
female brain patterns. These differences may be due to a variety
of factors including molecular23−25 and neurodevelopmental26

factors, either alone or in interaction with one another. Such
interactions may account for some of the variability in patterns
and explain why the TW group might also display demasculi-
nized patterns (although one might expect solely defeminized
patterns). As a result, each group might present itself with its
own unique brain phenotypes. Such a view is somewhat consis-
tent with recent empirical data from CM and CW that docu-
mented a “mosaic” pattern of a “neurophenotype” along the
maleness-femaleness spectrum.13

Another theory that has been proposed to account for brain
differences between transgender and cisgender people are not
anatomical differences inherent to sex assigned at birth per se but
are rather linked to brain correlates of how one perceives one’s
body in relation to one’s gender identity. This is noteworthy as
all but one study in the present mega-analysis recruited partici-
pants based on DSM-IV/5 criteria of gender identity disorder or
gender dysphoria, both of which entail a crucial component of
persistent discomfort (or suffering) with the assigned gender.
One possibility is that at least some part of this suffering may be
associated with a mismatch between the brain correlates of the
identified gender and the physical characteristics of the sex
assigned at birth. Towards this point, Savic and colleagues15,27,28

proposed that structural and functional alterations in brain mor-
phometry may be linked to an incongruence between the gender
assigned at birth and the gender identity in transgender people.
However, anatomically, these effects of incongruence have pre-
dominantly been documented in CTh,15 but not in GMV or for
CSA (i.e., where the current study revealed pronounced effects).
In fact, our findings indicate a lack of group differences with
respect to CTh altogether, which is in contrast to many prior
outcomes.9,15,29 Future work will need to examine more closely
the potential reasons for this discrepancy. One possible explana-
tion is that brain volume and cortical surface area are more sensi-
tive and robust measures of gender identity and sex than CTh.30

Despite these intriguing findings, some strengths and limita-
tions of the present work require discussion. Specifically, one
caveat of large-scale mega-analyses is that it is difficult to control
what information is being collected, given that different research
groups may embark on their studies with different aims and agen-
das. As a consequence, this may inevitably result in increased sam-
ple heterogeneity. For example, whereas some investigators might
specifically recruit people according to their age of onset of gender
dysphoria9,31 or sexual orientation,8,32,33 others might not.7,29 In
point of fact, in addition to some missing data, every centre essen-
tially collected and defined these variables differently. Nonetheless,
J Sex Med 2021;18:1122−1129
while groups did not differ with regards to number of years of edu-
cation received, the point regarding sexual orientation was more
difficult to address and cannot be resolved here satisfactorily.
However, an exploratory analysis (supplementary material)
revealed that trans women showed the same directionality of find-
ings as cis men in GMV and as cis men and cis women in CSA
with no effects in trans men for either measure. This is consistent
with prior MRI work in transgender persons that has not found
modulating effects of sexual orientation.32,33 However, to fully
and adequately assess effects of sexual orientation on neuroanat-
omy, we hope that standardized instruments across studies with
larger sample sizes will be used in the future to facilitate such anal-
yses. Similarly, although disorders of sexual development served as
an exclusion criterion for all studies, information on sexual matu-
ration in this cohort was not available, which could be an interest-
ing point for future MRI work. In addition, we were not able to
examine the influence of culture or ethnicity per se as all but one
sample stemmed from participants with a white ethnic back-
ground. Despite these disadvantages, the mega-analytic approach
also confers several strong advantages.

On the plus side, we were able to account for potential effects of
age given that the brain continues to change over the course of the
lifespan (e.g.,34). Critically, MRI work in clinical and/or endocrine
populations is commonly accompanied by relatively small sample
sizes. Increasing sample size by a power of »8 in relation to prior
work and stringently controlling for multiple comparisons provides
the opportunity for some limited generalization that is not possible
with individual studies. Moreover, were any individual finding be
caused by an unknown confound, this should have averaged out in
the mega-analysis. Demonstration of robust findings in the present
work suggest some brain patterns that survived despite heterogene-
ity adding further strength to the conclusions. As noted earlier, all
but one center recruited their transgender population via clinical
criteria of the DSM-VI/5 / ICD-10 manuals meaning that gender
dysphoria was likely present in all participants. Additionally, previ-
ously, little attention was being paid to non-binary genders. As a
result, most studies have relied on a subsample of transgender per-
sons identifying with the gender opposite to the one assigned at
birth. Only recently the need for inclusion of gender non-binary
people35 has been advocated. Thus conclusions to the entire spec-
trum of transgender persons are limited. Finally, by reporting all
three brain structural measures, we were able to show that these
outcomes might be differentially sensitive to sex and gender and
may not necessarily be consistent with one another (CMV/CSA vs
CTh). Consequently, future work will need to more carefully
report the influence of such extraneous variables on brain data.

With regards to clinical implications, the current data contrib-
ute to providing normative data and to promote inclusivity and
ensure diversity to understand potential issues related to brain
health. Such data are required to fully understand risk and resil-
ience factors. In addition, these data may provide a baseline for
future longitudinal studies that examine the influence of gender-
affirming hormone treatment on the brain in transgender persons.
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In sum, this is the first large-scale and well-powered study of
structural neuroimaging data in transgender persons. The out-
comes of our study highlight the underlying neurobiology of
gender identity and pose novel questions to be followed up
regarding neurodevelopmental, genetic, and hormonal factors. In
addition, future research will need to address other unresolved
aspects, such as whether cross-cultural comparisons are needed
and examine the possible influence of sexual orientation.5,36
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